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ABSTRACT
The research supported by this grant has covered a variety of problems
relating to the lift-generating mechanism and performance of air-cushion
support devices for high-speed land vehicles in tubes.

The work has been con-

ducted in close coordination with a parallel research effort on the stability
of tubef1ight vehicles, sponsored by the U. S. Department of Transportation
under contract No. C-117-66 (Neg).
Theoretical researches have dealt with (a) the recircu1atory flow field
under an idealized plenum-chamber support in forward flight, (b) viscous
interactions arising in peripheral-jet supports in forward flight, (c) the
aerodynamic behavior of ram wings and jet-flapped wings in supercritica1
operation, (d) the effects of secondary flow entrainment in peripheral-jet
support devices, and (e) the prediction of the performance of plenum-chamber
support devices in tubes.
Experimental researches on these and other areas of the same problems
have been conducted in four separate facilities, two of which -- a tube wind
tunnel (facility T3) and a test rig for the study of air cushion behavior in
various peripheral-jet configurations under simulated hovering conditions
were constructed ad hoc under this grant.

Tests in these two facilities per-

mitted a detailed parametric study of the effects of geometric changes on the
flow pattern and on the performance of peripheral-jet supports.

In addition,

experiments on these and other air-cushion support devices under partially
or totally simulated flight conditions were conducted in two facilities
constructed under the D,O,T. contract.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCHES
A general survey of the problem studied under this grant and of the
related problems of Project Tubeflight is presented in item 1 of the LIST
OF PUBLICATIONS.
Theoretical Work
The theoretical work has covered the following topics:
(a)

The viscous interactions which arise in a two-dimensional plenum-

chamber support in forward flight.

In a study just completed by William D.

Ernst, a doctoral candidate, under the supervision of Prof. Henrik J. Hagerup,
the analytical model is that of the recirculatory flow induced in a cylinder
by the steady tangential motion of a segment of the periphery.

A solution

is obtained assuming a centered inviscid core in solid body rotation and
utilizing for the two portions of the wall (the stationary and the moving
one) two linearized forms of the laminar boundary layer equation, each containing an arbitrary function to be determined implicitly.

For the case in

which the two arbitrary functions are assumed to be equal and constant, the
results are in agreement with previous work by Squire.

This work is reported

in publication 2.
(b)

The viscous interactions which arise in peripheral-jet supports in

forward flight.

These interactions have been covered in the broader context

of a jet impinging on a moving wall.

The analysis, which covers axisymmetric

and two-dimensional jets,was part of the doctoral dissertation of Yen Tuan
(whose advisor in this work was Prof. Hagerup), and is presented in items 3
and 4 of the LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
In publication 3 a detailed examination is made of the flow under and
around a peripheral jet in subcritical flight, and the portion of the front
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jet curtain that is deflected to the rear is analyzed with consideration of
the viscous effects of the moving ground.

Publication 4 deals with the re-

lated problem of an axisyrnmetrica1 flow impinging on an infinite surface
which is undergoing a torsional oscillation.
(c)

The aerodynamic behavior of a ram wing or of a jet-flapped wing in

supercritica1 operation.

The analyses (reported in publication 5) account

for the effects of angle of attack, mean line shape, thickness distribution
and jet deflection angle, but are restricted to the supercritica1 regimes in
which the jet flap does not impinge upon the ground.

Sample calculations of

the lift variation with jet momentum at a ground clearance of one half the
chord are also presented in publication 5 for illustration.
This work was done by George C. Cooke IV, a doctoral candidate, under the
guidance of Prof. Robert E. Duffy, and was supported in part by the Department
of Transportation under the above mentioned contract.
(d)

The effects of mixing across the interfaces of the air curtains in

peripheral-jet support systems.

The analysis examines, for the two-dimensional

case, the coupling between secondary-flow entrainment and curtain curvature.In
the case of an unbounded convex interface, the interaction reduces to the Coanda
effect.

The loss of lift resulting from jet entrainment is calculated. This

analysis, which is presented in publication 6, was carried out by Chen-Chih Sun,
a doctoral candidate, under the guidance of Dr. Thomas J. Black.
(e)

The performance of plenum-chamber support devices in tubes.

This

analysis formed the basis for the design of the support systems of vehicles
Mark Ia and Mark Ib (see below).
Attention has also been given to problems of design optimization relating
in particular to peripheral-jet systems.

Exploratory studies have been made,

in this connection, of the effects of curtain nonuniformities and of p1anform
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Unfortunately, because of the assumptions that had to be made to

make the analyses manageable, results have been obtained in these optimization studies only for special cases of limited significance.
Experimental Facilities
Four facilities were available for· use in the experimental program:
(a)

A 2000-ft instrumented l2-in diameter tube (facility T-2), constructed

under the D.O.T. contract for small-scale flight testing of peripheral-jet
supported tubeflight vehicles, was also used under this grant for experiments
on vehicles Mark la and Mark lb.
(b)

A view of this facility is shown in Fig. 1.

A facility was designed and constructed under this grant for the

study of the flow under a two-dimensional ground-effect support under simulated hovering conditions.
and 3.
(c)

Two photographs of the setup are shown in Figs. 2

This facility is described in detail in pUblications 7 and 8.
An open-circuit wind tunnel (facility T-3) was designed and con-

structed under this grant for the experimental study of ground-effect support
devices in partially simulated forward motion in tubular guideways.
section is a 12" diameter tube, 12 feet long.

The test

Aerodynamic forces and moments

are measured through a set of four piezo-electric force transducers in a loadmeasuring system which is isolated from the model mounting system for maximum
flexibility in the selection of the model support system.

Figs. 4 and 5 show

two views of this facility, and a detailed description of the setup is presented in publication 9.
(d)

A moving-belt attachment to the departmental low-speed wind tunnel,

constructed and used under the D.O.T. contract for the determination of aircushion stability derivatives, was also used for tests relating to publication 5. The belt simulates the motion of the ground in the frame of reference
of the support device and permits, therefore, full simulation of the operating
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conditions of a ground-effect support device in forward motion.

A view of

this experimental rig is shown in Fig. 6.
Experimental Program
The first step in the experimental program was to design and construct a
p1enum-chamber-supported vehicle, designated Mark I, and to flight test it in
facility T-2. The value of these tests lay less in their quantitative results
than in the experience which they provided for the design of subsequent f1ighttest vehicles.
unreported.

For this reason, this phase of the program has so far remained

It will, therefore, be recounted here in some detail.

Two versions of the basic model were constructed: Mark la, a very light
wood construction which proved inadequate (Fig. 7),and Mark lb, a slightly
heavier and stronger metal construction, made from riveted .020 inches sheet
aluminum (Figs. 8 and 9).

Both model bodies were 7 inches in diameter;

Mark Ia was 38 inches long and weighed 6 1bs; Mark Ib was 51 inches long and
weighed 9 1bs.

The models were plenum-chamber supported, each with a single

.60 HP reciprocating gasoline engine providing auxiliary air through a multibladed, low pitch fan facing directly into the oncoming airstream at the front
of the vehicle.

The auxiliary air was channeled through separate conduits

into four plenum chambers, located two fore and two aft, symmetrically offset
from the keel of the vehicle. A standard NACA 16-042 profile was chosen as
the shape of the plenum chamber cross sections, to relieve the parasite drag
of the configuration.
tail.

Propulsion was provided by a single pusher unit in the

Mark Ia was equipped with a 1.32 RP engine which proved unreliable as

well as more powerful than the limited objectives warranted, and Mark lb was
therefore equipped instead with a throttled .60 RP engine of the same type as
was used for fan power.
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Mark Ia was the first model to be flight tested, but in the initial
attempt the propulsion engine stopped almost immediately after the launch,
and the model was damaged during retrieval.
Mark Ib was first flight tested on 15 March 1967 and completed a reduced
power run through the entire length of the tube, coming to rest against the
foam buffers installed at the end of the tube.

Several more runs were made

during the following weeks, but recurring metal fatigue problems in the areas
surrounding the engines prevented attempts at higher speeds.

The maximum speed

reached by Mark Ib as recorded from the photoelectric sensors was 23 fps. The
static clearance of the plenum chamber pads from the tube wall for Mark Ib was
.15 inches at full pumping power.

Fig. 10 shows Mark Ib at launch.

The primary results of the Mark I test program, aside from the achievement of the first successful run of a self-propelled air-cushion supported
model through the facility, were to pinpoint several constructional and operational problems.

Among these were the following: (a) local departures of

welded tube joints from prescribed tolerances; (b) high lightsource intensity
requirement imposed by photoelectric instrumentation; (c) metal fatigue induced by high vibrational level of the lightweight reciprocating engines; and
(d) inadequacy of vehicle retrieval procedures.
In summary, the experience with Marks Ia and Ib proved of significant
value to the development and flight testing of later and more sophisticated
models.
This work was carried out under the guidance and supervision of Prof.
Hagerup.

Present plans are to resume this experimentation, for a direct

assessment of the relative merits of various air-cushion support devices,
when adequately instrumented flight-test vehicles become available for this
task.

The devices to be tested, in addition to the peripheral jet in its

various operating regimes, will include the plenum chamber, a ram wing that
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has been designed by Mr. D. H. Dennis (who, having been the first to advocate
its use in tube vehicles, has been retained as a consultant for this purpose),
and a ring wing proposed by Mr. John Kukon, a consultant under the D.O.T. contract.
An experimental investigation of the effects of changes of jet discharge
configuration on the flow field and on the performance of peripheral-jet
supports was conducted in the hover-simulation facility by Tom G. Sandberg,
a Master's degree candidate, under the supervision of Prof. Hagerup.

Three

exit configurations were studied -- a straight continuous slot, a single row
of holes, and a double row of holes.

It was found that the slot gave the

highest lift for any given curtain momentum flux, followed by the single row
of holes.

This work is reported in publication 7.

The same facility, suitably modified, was used by Andrew Lowenstein and
Paul Berry, under the supervision of Prof. Duffy, in an investigation of
various geometric parameters on the lift of peripheral jet supports (publication 8). The variables considered were: the operating height, the curtain
exit thickness, the base extension beyond the curtain, and the shape of this
base extension.

Because of the large number of variables involved, a statisti-

cal method of data gathering was used.

Recorded lampblack and kerosene streak-

line patterns and measured pressure distributions on the base of the model and
on the ground plane revealed three distinctly different flow patterns in the
vicinity of the exit depending on whether the curtain left an open, a partially
sealed, or a completely sealed gap between the base extension and the ground.
The first occurrence of this sealing phenomenon was found to depend on the
geometric parameters involved and to mark the point where the measured lift
began to deviate very appreciably from that predicted by the existing theories.
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